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Executive summary
DigVentures Ltd was invited by the HLF supported ‘A Forgotten Landscape’ project team to
undertake a community-based archaeological research project at Oldbury Camp, an Iron Age
Hill fort at Oldbury-on-Severn (Scheduled Ancient Monument Number 10131187).
The purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive account of the first stage of
investigation, comprising the excavation of nine 1 x 1 metre test pits, designed to ground truth
the results of an earlier geophysical and topographical survey. The results are intended to
inform a second stage of fieldwork – a larger community-based excavation scheduled for June
2017.
Fieldwork took place between 4th and 6th November 2016 (AFL Reference: ICP1 Oldbury
Camp “the Toot” Iron Age Hillfort - Excavation), and included a low-level aerial and
photogrammetry survey of the entire inner and outer area of the earthwork using UAV
mounted cameras. A publically accessible landscape level model of Oldbury Camp was
created from this data (viewable here: https://goo.gl/xlTKhW ) with a nested series of clickable
annotations linking through to individual 3D models for each of the excavated test pits.
Archaeological results were somewhat constrained by the small size of each test pit, but have
still provided a useful insight into the stratigraphic sequences across the site. Two test pits
were located in Field 6 at the northern limit of the earthwork, four test pits were located in
Field 2, one test pit located in Field 3 and two further test pits were located in Field 5. Although
no significant ‘cut’ archaeological features were recorded, the multi-period nature of the site
was reflected in the pottery and flint assemblage, indicative of the residue of medieval
ploughing and manuring. The majority of ceramic fragments dated to between the 12th and
14th centuries, with an overall date range encompassing a potential Roman fragment to
several Post Medieval and early modern sherds.
On-going background research in advance of further fieldwork has identified several
comparable sites classed as ‘marsh-forts’, a definition fitting well with the location setting form
and evidence-base so far collected at Oldbury Camp.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Project background

1.1.1

DigVentures was invited by the ‘A Forgotten Landscape’ project team (hereafter ‘AFL’)
to undertake a community-based archaeological research project at Oldbury Camp
(hereafter ‘the Site’ – Figure 1), an Iron Age hillfort at Oldbury-on-Severn (Scheduled
Ancient Monument Number 10131187). Following consultation with the AFL project
team, a project design was devised according to the MoRPHE framework (Management
of Research Projects in the Historic Environment - 2006). This document clearly
articulated the wider rationale for the project, aligning with priorities articulated in
Historic England’s Action Plan 2015-18 (informing Heritage 2020, the successor to the
National Heritage Protection Plan), detailing how heritage organisations will work
together to benefit the historic environment (Wilkins and Steel 2016).

1.1.2

The proposed work was devised as a two-stage fieldwork investigation, delivered under
the terms of Scheduled Monument Consent. This report details the results of the first
stage of fieldwork, encompassing the excavation of nine 1 x 1 metre test pits, designed
to ground truth the results of an earlier geophysical and topographical survey (AFL,
Forthcoming). Fieldwork took place over the course of a single weekend (4th-6th
November), and included a low-level aerial and photogrammetry survey completed
with advance permission from the Civil Aviation Authority (Restricted Area EG R154).

1.1.3

This report is one of a number of archive and dissemination products to have been
generated by the project, including the metadata, the paper archive and the artefact
material recovered, recorded and processed. All archive material is currently held by
DigVentures and will, when the project is completed, be deposited with Bristol Museum
and Art Gallery (Accession No. 2016/90).

1.2

Project scope

1.2.1

Known locally as ‘The Toot’, Oldbury Camp is a substantial hillfort located in a strategic
but low-lying position overlooking the Oldbury Pill (approximately 200m to the south).
It is defined by a double bank and ditch on its north and east sides and a single bank
to the west, with inner and outer ramparts standing to a height of 1.9m and 1.5m
respectively. In its later history, the Site formed the nucleus around which the medieval
village of Oldbury-on-Severn developed, but its early origins remain vague and poorly
determined, though presumed to be of a probable Iron Age date.

1.2.2

The overarching aim of the archaeological fieldwork was to provide baseline
information to contribute to the future management, research and presentation of the
site, creating multiple educational and participatory learning experiences for
community participants (Driscoll 2016, Section 4; and AFL 2016, Section 3). A twostage, community-based archaeological research project has been devised to achieve
this, with a test-pit stage informing a longer community excavation. Following the
outline AFL research proposal (Driscoll 2016), a number of aims and objectives have
been devised to coordinate research, and these are detailed further in Section 3 below.

1.3

Public engagement and impact
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1.3.1

The project was funded by public contribution (via a Heritage Lottery Funded
Landscape Partnership Grant, South Gloucester Council and Horizon Nuclear Power)
with the professional excavation team assisted throughout by crowdsourced voluntary
participation. In summary, 21 volunteers joined the dig team with mixed experience
and backgrounds, drawn from the immediate locality, wider region and internationally
(Plates 15.1–15.4). All received formal and informal archaeological training in field skills
(National Occupation Standards CCSAPAC2/3/5/10) and were provided with evaluation
questionnaires following completion by AFL. A further 20 participants joined the
scheduled Sunday open day, the majority of whom were local residents, with many
promising to maintain further contact and involvement with the project.

1.3.2

This on site engagement also extended into the digital realm, with a coordinated digital
strategy building a substantial audience for the dig on several social channels and the
DigVentures website. Posts varied from photo stories on the DigVentures website:
https://goo.gl/4ByG6v to quiz-type ‘spot-the-hillfort’ posts on Facebook:
https://goo.gl/4orngL. Four posts were published on Facebook in total, recording an
overall reach of 26,800 (calculated as the number of individual timelines posts were
displayed in) and acquiring a further 555 likes, 43 shares and 47 comments. This was
further amplified on Instagram and Twitter with approximately 15,000 impressions (the
number of times a post is displayed to users) recorded over the dig weekend.

1.3.3

The public engagement programme has provided a significant ancillary rationale to the
project, and further evaluative work will be undertaken during the second stage of
community excavations to measure depth, breadth and diversity of audience reach and
engagement. Such analysis is beyond the scope of this report, however, and from this
point onwards it will focus exclusively on the archaeological results and
recommendations.

2

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

2.1

Summary of previous work

2.1.1

Previous investigations at the site include an unpublished excavation in the 1960s by
secondary school children from Bristol, followed by a small-scale excavation in
advanced of a new bungalow in 1978 (Isles 1980). Dating evidence from this
investigation was inconclusive, recovering material from the Iron Age through to the
Post Medieval period. A continuity of use at the site has been argued for due to the
recovery of Roman coins, with as yet unsubstantiated claims of later Viking activity on
the Site (Iles 1980: 36 citing O’Neill 1974: 190).

2.1.2

More recent work, undertaken as part of planning requirements, include an evaluation
at The Paddock House (Riley 2013) and watching brief at Camp Cottage (Rowe 2007),
both located on Camp Road at the northeastern edge of the Site. Neither excavation
yielded much in terms of diagnostic material culture, and only the excavations at Camp
Cottage recorded the presence of archaeological features. In this case, bank material
was recorded over a wide area at the location and was interpreted as indicating
substantial movement the material through deliberate levelling and natural erosion
(Rowe 2007, 7).
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2.1.3

Further definition of the extent and survival of archaeology relating to the inner and
outer ditch of the fort on its western side has also been facilitated through small-scale
investigation resulting from planning requirements. This includes the identification of
the banks and ditches forming the outer boundary at its southwestern extent (Erskine
1990a, 1990b), and evidence for the inner bank on the western side (CA 2000). A list of
HER events associated with the site can be found in Appendix 1.

2.2

Hillforts and marsh-forts

2.2.1

Though designated one of ‘a small and poorly understood group of hillforts peripheral
to a major group situated in the Cotswolds’ (Historic England 2016), Oldbury Camp
defies its own classification – neither situated on a hill nor exhibiting clear evidence for
the origin, function and subsequent history of the enclosure. The location, setting and
form of the Site, being low-lying and bivallate, makes it comparable to a series of sites
identified across lowland Britain, which have been termed ‘marsh-forts’ (Haselgrove et
al 2001). The enigmatic double enclosure of Sutton Common in West Yorkshire is the
best recorded example of this class of monument, excavated by a multi-disciplinary
team between 1998 and 2003 (Van de Noort et al. 2007). Several other examples have
been identified in Yorkshire, Lincolnshire and East Anglia (Skipworth; Tattershall
Thorpe; Borough Fen; Arbury Camp; Wardy Hill; Stonea Camp; Narborough Camp;
Warham; Holkam; Burgh; and Clare Camp), in addition to examples from Shropshire
and North Wales (Wall Fort; The Berth; and Dinas Dinlle).

2.2.2

These potentially contemporaneous sites, similarly occupying low-lying ‘wet’ locations,
confirm that multivallation in the British Iron Age is not a feature restricted to hillforts
(Fletcher 2007, 170). Oldbury Camp fits well into this group of marsh-forts, occupying
a strategic low-lying position overlooking Oldbury Pill, 200m to the south. Situated at
the periphery of a cluster of contemporary defended settlements. The Oldbury Camp
community excavation therefore presents a substantial opportunity to understand this
individual site, but also contribute to wider knowledge and understanding of this
enigmatic and poorly researched class of monument.

3

PROJECT AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

3.1

Background

3.1.1

The following is based on the project aims and business case detailed in the Project
Design (Wilkins and Steel 2016), designed to address the initial evaluative test pit stage
of the project. The overarching archaeological aim of this and subsequent stages of
fieldwork is to define and characterise the physical extent of the site through a
programme of non-intrusive investigations and intrusive excavation, obtaining baseline
data that will facilitate its future management, presentation and enjoyment. Three
interrelated research themes have been identified (following Driscoll 2016, Section 4.4,
4.6 & 4.8) with the following aims and objectives designed to coordinate both stages
of fieldwork:

3.2

Aim 1 – Identify the physical extent and character of the Oldbury Camp
heritage asset
•

Q1. Can the layout of the hillfort and any associated subsurface archaeology be
determined by remote survey, and refined by targeted test pits?
9

•
•

3.3

Aim 2 – Understand the development of Oldbury Camp and place it in its
multi-period landscape context
•
•
•

3.4

Q2: What are the topographic and geophysical anomalies visible within and
around the earthwork and is this evidence for anthropogenic activity?
Q3: Can we identify any phasing in the topographic or remote sensing anomalies
indicative of an extended period of use?

Q4: Can we corroborate chronological phasing for the Site, including the presence
of earlier and later features and structures, as defined in Aim 1?
Q5: What are the typical and atypical features of the hillfort and did this influence
the functions and activities that took place?
Q6: What is the landscape setting and character surrounding the hillfort, and how
did this shape its location, design and development – and subsequently, how did
this shape the development of the later village?

Aim 3 – Making recommendations, analysis and publication
•
•

Q8: What can an integrated synthesis of the results of this work with previous
studies of contemporary regional sites tell us about the Site and its setting?
Q9: What recommendations can be made to protect, conserve and enhance
Oldbury Camp, in the light of the issues and opportunities identified under Aims
1 – 2?

4

METHODOLOGY

4.1

General background

4.1.1

The archaeological fieldwork was carried out in accordance with the methodology
defined in the Project Design (Wilkins and Steel 2016). All work was undertaken in
conjunction with best practice, national guidelines and published standards.
Methodological summaries are presented below, summarising detailed descriptions in
the Project Design linking specific techniques to aims and objectives (Section 9.1).

4.2

Aim 1 – Identify the physical extent and character of the Oldbury Camp
heritage asset

4.2.1

This aim was addressed with non-intrusive remote sensing (low-level aerial photography
and photogrammetry) seeking to define and establish the precise physical extent and
condition of the site with a metrically accurate 3D model. The purpose was to augment
earlier community geophysical survey work undertaken by AFL volunteers (ICP14 &
ICP1), with a UAV mounted photographic survey to create a metrically accurate 3D
digital surface model (DSM) of the entire site.

4.2.2

The survey was undertaken with a sub 7kg RPAS (Remotely Piloted Aircraft System)
flown under license from the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) with additional written
exemption received to fly within restricted airspace EG R154. A series of overlapping
transects were flown over fields and properties with express permission of the
landowners, ensuring areas without consent were not photographed (see Appendix 5
for technical details and specifications). The resulting DSM is intended to provide an
accurate and versatile record of the form and condition of the earthwork for immediate
10

analysis as well as providing a baseline dataset for contextualising future archaeological
intervention.
4.3

Aim 2 – Understand the development of Oldbury Camp and place it in its
multi-period landscape context

4.3.1

Building on earlier community survey work undertaken by AFL volunteers (ICP14 &
ICP1), this aim was addressed with a programme of targeted interventions designed to
ground-truth the results of the previous geophysical and topographic survey (AFL
Forthcoming). The purpose was to identify and investigate any archaeological features
recorded, obtaining appropriate samples for archaeological, artefactual and
palaeoenvironmental assessment, and inform the design of Stage 2 excavations.

4.3.2

Excavation took place over the course of a weekend (4th – 6th November 2016)
addressing the research questions associated with Aims 1 and 2. A total of nine handdug test pits were excavated, targeting specific geophysical or topographic anomalies,
and accurately marked out on the ground using a Differential GPS (Figure 3). Once
vegetation had been removed, test pits were hand-cleaned, planned and
photographed prior to hand-excavation. Archaeological deposits were then carefully
exposed by hand to determine their nature, character and date, and obtain appropriate
samples for assessment.

4.3.3

A complete drawn record of the test pits includes plans and sections, drawn to
appropriate scales and annotated with coordinates and AOD heights. This was
supplemented with a full photogrammetry record of each test pit with sufficient data
collected to create a metrically accurate post-excavation orthophoto plan and section.
All interventions were surveyed using a Differential GPS tied into the Ordnance Survey
grid. All recording was undertaken using the DigVentures pro forma single context
recording system, supported by a traditional photographic record illustrating both the
detail of the excavated test pits and the Site as a whole.

4.3.4

A single context recording system was used to record the deposits, and a full list of all
records is presented in Appendix 2. Layers and fills are recorded throughout the text in
rounded brackets (001), with any cuts indicated by the use of square brackets [002].
Each context number has been attributed to a specific test pit with the primary
number(s) relating to specific test pits (i.e. Test Pit 1, 1001+, Test Pit 2, 2001+).

4.4

Aim 3 – Making recommendations, analysis and publication

4.4.1

This aim brings to a close the first stage of field work, collating results into an interim
assessment report, providing the AFL project team and DigVentures wider specialist
team with baseline information on which to design the next stage of field work. A wider
desk-based assessment of analogous ‘marsh-fort’ sites was undertaken to help
contextualise Stage 1 results, and inform the Updated Project Design for Stage 2
excavation, analysis and publication.

4.5

Health and safety

4.5.1

All work was carried out in accordance with its company Health and Safety Policy, to
standards defined in The Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, and The
Management of Health and Safety Regulations 1992, and in accordance with the
SCAUM (Standing Conference of Archaeological Unit Managers) health and safety
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manual Health and Safety in Field Archaeology (1996), and DigVentures Health and
Safety Policy.

5

EXCAVATION RESULTS

5.1

Introduction

5.1.1

The excavation comprised nine 1 x 1 m test pits targeted to address topographic and
geophysical anomalies throughout the site. These included four test pits in Field 2, one
test pit in Field 3, two test pits in Field 5 and two in Field 6 (Figure 2 and 3). The principle
purpose of these excavations was to ‘redefine and establish the precise physical extent
of the site’ (Aim 1) establishing a firmer evidence-base (Aim 2) on which further
recommendations could be made for excavations proposed as art of Stage 2 of this
project (Aim 3).

5.1.2

Digital 3D models can be viewed for each of the nine test pits here: https://skfb.ly/WXTs
— or investigated through a series of navigable links embedded within a landscapelevel 3D model of the entire site (in effect, a 3D trench location plan:
https://goo.gl/6jD6Xv). For conventional archaeological drawings, Figure 2 shows the
overall location of each targeted area, Figure 3 the results of geophysical survey,
Figures 4 and 5 include results from the aerial photogrammetry survey, whilst Figures 6
to 14 provide illustration of individual test pits. Detailed descriptions of contexts are
included in Appendix 2, organised by test pit number.

5.2

Stratigraphic sequence

5.2.1

A common stratigraphic sequence was recognised across the site, although the
sequence fluctuated in depth across the site predominantly due to natural height
variation with the underlying sloping topography. The Geological Survey (BGS 1988)
shows that the area surrounding Oldbury lies on exposures of estuarine alluvium of the
Westlooge series. The alluvium is 15m thick and consists of silty sandy clays containing
peat horizons in the upper sections. The alluvium overlies the solid geology of the
Keuper Marl (BGS 1972).

5.3

Field 2

5.3.1

Field 2 was the largest of the investigated areas, extending from the centre of the Site
and bounded by the well-preserved northeastern section of double banked ramparts.
In the very recent past this field was also central to village social life, used as both a
football and cricket pitch, despite the difficulty of playing on an uneven surface of
medieval ridge and furrow. It is currently under permanent pasture, and closely grazed
by a flock of winter lambs. Four test pits (3, 4, 6 and 8) were excavated in Field 2,
positioned to ground truth a number of geophysical and topographic anomalies, and
these are discussed individually below.

5.3.2

Test Pit 3 (Figure 6) https://skfb.ly/VPEX
Test Pit 3 measured 1m x 1m x 0.64m, positioned towards the northern edge of the
field to investigate probable ridge-and-furrow earthworks also visible across the rest of
the field. The pit was excavated to a depth of 0.64m and recorded five contexts (3001,
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3002, 3003, 3004 and 3005). A number of finds, including pottery, glass, flint, charcoal
and slate, were recovered from this test pit.
5.3.3

The subsoil (3002) consisted of a firm orange brown clay silt with less than 1% well
sorted pebble, stone and quartz inclusions. A number of artefacts were recovered from
(3002) including pottery, a fragment of glass, a ferrous object and a small worked flint.
Four fragments of pottery were identified as Medieval, probably medieval Oolitic ware
and sandy ware, dating to between the 12th and 14th century. A single 19th century
fragment was also recorded. In addition, a small flint was recovered which may date to
the Early Neolithic period. The mixed nature of finds from this deposit are consistent
with it being a ploughsoil with evidence of medieval manuring scatter.

5.3.4

Below the subsoil, a firm mid orange brown silty clay (3003) was recorded, which
contained flecks of grey. The deposit contained rounded pebbles and well sorted
angular quartz and stone inclusions. A fragment of undiagnostic and potentially
unworked slate was recovered from this deposit. Below this, a firm mid orange brown
silty clay (3004), 0.28m in thickness, contained charcoal and sandstone inclusions and
included large angular fragments of stone. A firm mid orange grey silty clay with
sandstone and charcoal inclusions (3005) was recorded in the base of TP3. Due to time
constraints the deposit was not fully excavated.

5.3.5

5.3.6

5.3.7

5.3.8

Test Pit 4 (Figure 7) https://goo.gl/hSMQJk
Test Pit 4 measured 1m x 1m x 0.73m, and was located along the western field
boundary in order to target a sinuous high resistance feature identified through the
geophysical survey. Excavated to a depth of 0.73m, the test pit contained three
contexts (4001, 4002 and 4003) and recovered a single find of medieval pottery.
Beneath the topsoil, an orange brown silty clay (4002) with small pebbles and angular
stone inclusions was recorded, which contained one sherd of medieval shelly ware
pottery, datable to the 12th – 13th century. A compact reddish brown silty clay (4003)
containing 20% degraded sandstone inclusions was recorded at the base of the test
pit.
Test Pit 6 (Figure 8) https://goo.gl/voZQ4I
Test Pit 6 measured 1m x 1m, and was excavated to a depth of 0.48m. It was located
in order to target a linear high resistance geophysical anomaly, and contained three
contexts (6001, 6002 and 6003), with mixed finds included pottery, modern glass, flint
and ceramic brick material (CBM).
The subsoil was formed of a light orange brown sandy silt (6002). This deposit contained
rounded pebbles and small quartz inclusions. Areas of compacted sandy silt was
uncovered and removed at the base of (6002). Recovered artefacts included eight
fragments of CBM and two fragments of modern glass. Pottery included nine sherds,
mainly dateable to the medieval period (including Redcliffe ware and a sandy cooking
pot), but also including a fragment of creamware (late 18th century) and one possible
Roman fragment. In addition, a tertiary flake of green/brown flint thought to be
debitage retouched for use as a side scraper is thought to date to the Late Mesolithic
to Early Neolithic period. Below (6002), a compacted greyish brown sandy silt (6003)
was excavated at 0.41m, this deposit was 0.07m in depth and was not fully excavated
due to time constraints. It contained clay inclusions and infrequent flecks of charcoal.
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5.3.9

Test Pit 8 (Figure 9) https://goo.gl/gqabUp
Test Pit 8 measured 1m x 1m x 0.42m, targeted on a high resistance linear geophysical
feature towards the eastern boundary of the field. The test pit was excavated to a depth
of 0.42m and contained four contexts (8001, 8002, 8003 and 8004). A number of finds
were recorded including two sherds of pottery, one piece of slag, two samples of CBM
and one piece of charcoal, all recovered from the topsoil (8001). The pottery fragments
were both from a medieval cooking pot and dated to the 13th and 14th centuries.

5.3.10

Subsoil (8002) comprised a 0.20m deep friable orange brown sandy silt. It overlay a
friable greyish brown silty sand (8003), also 0.20m deep, which contained charcoal
flecks, as well as a small percentage of iron pan and small stones. One piece of CBM
was recovered from this deposit. A potential stakehole was visible in section from (8001)
into (8002), about 0.2m long and to a depth of approximately 0.35m. Layer (8003)
sealed a firm reddish brown sand (8004), which contained charcoal inclusions and was
not fully excavated due to time restraints.

5.4

Field 3

5.4.1

Situated in the eastern section of the Site, Field 3 was characterised by a series of slight
topographic banks, ditches and a possible ’platform’, all currently grazed by sheep.
Several interpretations have been advanced for this complex, varying from a possible
‘wharf’ at the edge of a palaeochannel to the partially destroyed remnants of the
existing ramparts. Test Pit 9 was located above one of the banks in this area to
investigate its composition, and help model the deposit matrix in advance of further
investigation.

5.4.2

Test Pit 9 (Figure 10) https://goo.gl/0LtBzI
Test Pit 9 was 1m x 1m and excavated to a depth of 0.94m. Three contexts were
identified (9001, 9002 and 9003), and a small quantity of pottery, slag and CBM was
recovered. Topsoil (9001) overlaid a friable light brown sandy silt (9002), 0.30m deep,
comprising 1 to 3% of degraded sandstone inclusions. Artefacts recovered from this
deposit included four samples of CBM, two samples of slag and one sample of pottery
dated to the post medieval period. Layer (9002) sealed a firm orange brown sandy silt
(9003), which was excavated to a depth of between 0.18m and 0.34m and was the
lowest deposit in Test Pit 9. A small percentage of degraded sandstone was noted in
this deposit and two fragments of pottery, both from a bead rim bowl of post medieval
date, were recovered.

5.5

Field 5

5.5.1

Field five was located at the southern extent of the Site, and was characterised by a
gradual downward slope towards the south. As with the other investigated areas, this
field was also grazed by sheep, and bounded along its northern edge by a private
landholding with no permission for entry. A topographic anomaly was visible along this
field boundary however, potentially indicating a continuation of the Oldbury ramparts,
with this field falling immediately outside. Two test pits were excavated in this field,
designed to investigate two low resistance rectilinear anomalies in the northwest
corner.

5.5.2

Test Pit 11 (Figure 11) https://goo.gl/cgpKwJ
Test Pit 11 measured 1m x 1m x 0.46m and targeted a low resistance rectilinear anomaly
interpreted as a possible building during the earlier geophysical survey. The test pit
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contained three contexts (11001, 11002 and 11003), and a small number of finds
including pottery, glass and CBM were recovered. Sealed beneath the topsoil (11001),
the subsoil was made up of a compact brownish grey silty clay (11002) which contained
occasional flecks of charcoal and small sub-angular stones. Artefacts recovered from
this deposit include four pottery sherds, one fragment of CBM and one shard of modern
glass. The pottery was all medieval and datable to between the 12th and 14th centuries.
A compact reddish brown silty clay (11003) was excavated to the base of Test Pit 11 at
a depth of 0.05m. No archaeological features were identified indicative of structural
remains that could help explain the rectilinear anomaly.
Test Pit 12 (Figure 12) https://goo.gl/yYKPnF
5.5.3

Test Pit 12, measured 1m x 1m, and was excavated to a depth of 0.65m. It contained
three contexts (12001, 12002) and 12003), and a small number of finds including
pottery, glass, slag, lead, bone and CBM were recovered. The topsoil (12001) consisted
of a compact mid brownish grey sandy silt with very occasional small sub angular stones.
Pottery recovered from this context was mixed, and included a single sherd of medieval
pottery (probable Ham Green ware,12th – 13th century in date), post medieval bowl
sherds (16th – 18th century in date) and two fragments dating to the 19th century.
Subsoil consisted of a compact brownish grey sandy silt (12002) containing small
rounded pebbles. Artefacts recovered from (12002) included seven samples of bone,
one fragment of CBM and one piece of lead. The basal deposit was a compact brownish
grey silty clay (12003) with bluish inclusions excavated to a depth of 0.40m.

5.5.4

No archaeological features were identified during the excavation of the test pit which
informed understanding of the rectilinear anomaly identified in the resistivity survey.
One possible feature was identified in section (see Figure 12), though differentiation
between contexts was ambiguous and, therefore, was not given a specific context
number.

5.6

Field 6

5.6.1

Field Six was the northernmost of the fields excavated, and contained a section of the
inner of the two ramparts along its northern boundary. Currently used to graze and
exercise horses, the field was distinguished by a pronounced rise to its northern edge,
and an oval exercise ring for horses in it the centre. Two test pits (13 and 14) were
excavated in this field targeting this bank, and a low resistance feature at the top of the
bank.

5.6.2

5.6.3

Test Pit 13 (Figure 13) https://goo.gl/qut4rn
Test Pit 13 measured 1m x 1m and was excavated to a depth of 0.53m. It was located
on top of the inner bank in the northeastern corner of the field. It contained three
contexts (13001, 13002 and 13003), and included a small number of finds including
pottery, modern glass, bone and ceramic brick material (CBM).
The subsoil (13002) was formed of a compact mid greyish brown sandy silt which
contained charcoal inclusions and a number of finds, including nine pottery fragments,
four samples of CBM and two sherds of modern glass. The pottery in this test pit
included a number of fragments of blue transfer-printed ware, dating the 19th century,
and a single fragment of medieval bowl sherd from the 16th – 18th century. Below
(13002), a compact orange brown sandy silt (13003) was excavated to a depth of 0.25m
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before time constraints prevented further excavation. No finds were recorded from this
context.

5.6.4

Test Pit 14 (Figure 14) https://goo.gl/OZ6qTk
Test Pit 14 measured 1m x 1m x 0.31m, and was situated on the top of the bank,
targeting a low resistance feature in Field 6. Excavated to a depth of 0.43m, there were
three contexts recorded in this test pit (14001, 14002 and 14003). The subsoil
comprised a compact greyish brown silty clay (14002) which contained small pebbles
and angular stone inclusions, and one sample of CBM. This sealed a very firm reddish
brown silty clay (14003), which was excavated to a depth of 0.31m. Excavation of this
test pit provided an opportunity to investigate the make-up of the bank, which
appeared at this location to be a homogenous bank of reddish brown clay. No finds
were recorded from the bank material, and the extremely compact deposit matrix
limited the extent to which this material could be excavated by hand.

6

ARTEFACTS

6.1

Finds summary

6.1.1

Excavation of the test pits yielded a small and mixed assemblage of finds including
pottery, flint, modern glass, CBM, lead and bone (see Appendix 4). The material was
generally very abraded and fragmented, indicative of a manuring assemblage and
consistent with recovery from areas of ploughing.

6.1.2

The pottery assemblage provides a predominantly medieval date for ploughing activity,
with the majority of fragments dating to between the 12th and 14th centuries. The
overall date range is however broadened by the recovery of one very small fragment
which may be of Roman date, and a number of sherds from the post medieval period,
including 19th century material. The flint assemblage comprises two pieces of struck
flint, one from context (3002) and one from context (6002). Both pieces of flint are
tertiary flakes with no retained cortex; both are evenly patinated, and both exhibit a
moderate degree of wear from use. There is an overlap in probable period of
manufacture.

6.2

Pottery

6.2.1

This small assemblage of pottery is very worn and abraded, comprising a total of 38
fragments and weighing 166g (see Appendix 3). Material was recovered from Test Pits
3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13, with the largest groups coming from Test Pits 6 and 13 (with
nine sherds recovered from each).

6.2.2

The date of the material is mixed, with the majority being medieval (15 sherds, from TP
3, 4, 6, 8, 11 and 12), eight post medieval (TP3, 6, 9, 12 and 13) and a single possible
Roman fragment (TP 6). Most finds appear to date from between the 12th and 14th
century. A couple of the test pits included tighter groups of material; Test Pit 11 for
example, included fragments dating to between the 12th and 14th century and Test Pit
9 recovered four fragments of post medieval date.

6.2.3

The assemblage is very abraded and worn, typical of a medieval manuring scatter. The
average sherd weight is only 4g, testament to the degree of fragmentation and abrasion
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(Appendix 3, Table 1). The lack of prehistoric material and only a single find of possible
Roman material indicates that the areas of test-pitting do not show any concentration
of early material, or finds which might be contemporary with the construction of the
marsh-fort.
6.3

Flint

6.3.1

A tertiary flake of green/brown flint measuring 13 x 9 x 2.5mm was recovered from
deposit (3002). In plan it resembles an Early Neolithic small ogival leaf shaped
arrowhead. However, what would be construed as the point is actually at the proximal
(butt) end. It is unlikely it was ever used as an arrowhead as the dorsal ridge would have
caused problems when hafting. The artefact has been retouched and was possibly used
as a small scraper. Based on the style of knapping it is likely to date from c4000 to
c3500 BC (Early Neolithic) but could be as late as the Early Bronze Age.

6.3.2

A second tertiary flake of green/brown flint measuring 18 x 12 x 4mm was recovered
from deposit (6002). Subtriangular in plan with a paler, more opaque, central inclusion,
the scar of a small natural ‘pot lid’ removal was observed on the ventral surface. Artificial
working includes a hinge fracture, retouching, and crushing. The flake is probably
debitage retouched to produce a side scraper and most likely to date to between c7000
and c3500 BC (Late Mesolithic to Early Neolithic). The artefact has an even patination
overall which argues against its later reuse as a tool soon in a subsequent period.

7

DISCUSSION

7.1

Introduction

7.1.1

The results presented here bring to a close the first stage of field work, and are intended
as an interim statement to provide the AFL project team and DigVentures wider
specialist team with baseline information on which to design the next stage of field
work. The conclusions drawn from this data are outlined below, with the expectation
that these will be drawn into an Updated Project Design, subject to further consultation
with Historic England and South Gloucestershire Council.

7.2

Aim 1 – Identify the physical extent and character of Oldbury Camp

7.2.1

Aim 1 focussed on remote sensing, setting out to define and establish the physical
extent of Oldbury Camp. This work built on the earlier remote sensing work undertaken
by the AFL volunteers (AFL, Forthcoming), with a UAV mounted photographic survey
undertaken across the Site to create a metrically accurate 3D digital surface model (see
https://goo.gl/RXwFIf and Figure 4 and 5). The results have been extremely successful,
substantially increasing the resolution provided by current Lidar coverage, and
providing a baseline data set onto which other remote sensing survey data can be
layered (see Appendix 5).

7.2.2

The survey was undertaken with written permission from the Civil Aviation Authority to
enter air space restricted due to proximity to the Power Station (EG R154), and the full
support of householders and landowners contacted in advance of the survey.
Unfortunately, one of the larger landowners has refused permission for either ground
or aerial survey, and this has resulted in a partial model with no available data along the
Site’s western side. If permissions can be secured from this individual, the model could
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be substantially improved. Further UAV survey should be undertaken to include the
Site’s broader hinterland, investigating potential connections with significant landscape
features including Oldbury Pill and St Arilda’s Church.
7.3

Aims 2 and 3 – Understand Oldbury Camp and make recommendations for
further fieldwork

7.3.1

Aim 2 was devised to characterise the results of the earlier geophysical survey,
informing the production of an Updated Project Design for Stage 2 excavations (Aim 3)
proposed for June 2017. On that basis the fieldwork has been successful, providing an
advanced insight into the multi-period character of Oldbury Camp, and elucidating the
deposit sequence across the Site. Results were somewhat constrained by the small size
of each test pit, however, and larger trenches (targeting known geophysical and
topographical features in Fields 3, 5 and 7) will be necessary for the project to move
meaningfully forward.

7.3.2

Two worked pieces of flint provided evidence for the earliest activity on site (both
pieces of struck flint were assigned to the Neolithic period) though these were not
associated with any archaeological features, and may be a residual indication of general
background activity. The earliest feature to be excavated was the internal rampart
investigated with Test Pits 13 and 14. Although diagnostic material culture was not
recovered which may have helped date the feature, an early examination of the heavily
compacted deposit sequence will help guide strategy for future excavation in this area.
Further investigation of these ramparts (targeting their widest extent in Field 7) should
be undertaken in Stage 2 excavations. The banks, ditches and possible ’platform’
complex within Field 3 should also be scheduled for further investigation in Stage 2, to
establish if the Post-medieval artefacts recovered from Test Pit 6 are residual, or if the
topographic features belong to an original phase of use.

7.3.3

Other upstanding topographic features investigated during Stage 1 include the ridge
and furrow cultivation strips running north-south in Field 2 and extending into Field 6.
The pottery assemblage recovered from the fields was suggestive of a manuring scatter
dating largely to the medieval period, but extending into the post medieval,
presumably until the practice ceased. Further investigation would augment current
understanding of the later use of Oldbury Camp, with a potential rectilinear geophysical
target in Field 5.

7.3.4

On-going background research in advance of Stage 2 fieldwork has identified several
comparable sites classed as ‘marsh-forts’ (Haselgrove et al 2001), a definition fitting well
with the location setting form and evidence-base so far collected at Oldbury Camp.
Defining characteristics of marsh-forts include large defensive earthworks with an
internal area of between 2.2 and 5ha and a date range originating in the early Iron Age.
Aside from the previously mentioned double enclosure of Sutton Common in West
Yorkshire (Van de Noort et al. 2007), excavated examples include Wall Camp, Wroxeter,
situated on a post glacial lake; The Berth, in Shropshire, constructed on the site of a
former lake; and Dinas Dinlle in North Wales, built on raised ground in a marsh
landscape (Fletcher 2007, 170).

7.3.5

Constructed on a bedrock island above tidal saltmarshes, Oldbury Camp shares many
similar characteristics to these enigmatic sites – occupying a strategic low-lying position
overlooking Oldbury Pill (a tidal tributary 200m to the south) and situated at the
periphery of a cluster of contemporary Iron Age defended settlements. Further
18

investigation will undoubtedly refine our understanding of this regional sequence, but
more generally, it also offers an unparalleled opportunity to understand a good
example of these rare and poorly researched marsh-fort sites.

8

ARCHIVE

8.1.1

The project archive consists of this report; permatrace plans, sections, photos and finds.
All archive material is currently held by DigVentures and will, when the project is
completed, be deposited with Bristol Museum and Art Gallery (Accession No. 2016/90).

9
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APPENDICES

10.1

Appendix 1 – HER Events

PRN

Name

Description

Sources

6422

Evaluation Camp House
Camp Road Oldbury on
Severn

The construction of one house on
land between Camp House and
The Ship Inn at Oldbury on Severn
was proposed in 1987 but the
application was refused.

Evans D R, Pers Comm
(Evans D R 1998) 1998

6383

Evaluation Wisteria
House Camp Road
Oldbury on Severn

The inner ditch, outer bank and the
outer ditch of the Iron Age
earthwork in Oldbury village were
revealed during an evaluation
excavation in 1990.

Erskine J G, The Toot
Oldbury on Severn 1990
SGSMR6383

12773

Excavation Oldbury
Camp Oldbury on
Severn

An unspecified excavation by a
Bristol secondary school took place
inside Oldbury camp in the 1960s
but no record for it has been
found.

Iles R, Excavations at
Oldbury Camp, Oldbury
on Severn 19978-9 1980

6421

Excavation Vindolanda
Camp Road Oldbury on
Severn

Salvage excavation on the area of a
new building produced a partial
section through the inner bank and
ditch of Oldbury camp, the dating
evidence was ambiguous but an
Iron Age to Roman date for
construction appears most
probable.

Iles R, Excavations at
Oldbury Camp, Oldbury
on Severn 19978-9 1980
Iles R, Archaeology in
Avon 1978 1979
Iles R, Archaeology in
Avon 1979 1980
SGSMR6421

18599

Geophysical Survey
Oldbury Camp Oldbury
on Severn

A geophysical survey was carried
out within Oldbury camp in 2008
by Tony Roberts of Bristol
University. Further information
awaited.

Evans D R, Pers Comm
(Evans D R 2008) 2008

20252

Land at The Ship Inn,
Camp Road, Oldburyon-Severn, South
Gloucestershire

tbc

14017

Watching Brief Camp
House Camp Lane
Oldbury on Severn

A watching Brief was carried out on
this site in 2000, two post holes
and a post pad of undetermined
date were recorded. Garden
terracing had removed most of the
evidence for the rampart of
Oldbury Camp SGSMR 1568.

Cotswold Archaeological
Trust, Camp House
Oldbury on Severn
Archaeological Watching
Brief 2000

A watching brief conducted during
the excavation of foundation
trenches for a new dwelling
revealed traces of the outer ditch
and bank of "The Toot" (SGSMR
1568). The work located the south
west corner of the defences.

Erskine J G, Oldbury on
Severn, Camp Road
ASMR 6419 1990
SGSMR6419
SGSMR6419 CAMP
ROAD

6419

Watching Brief Cherry
Tree Cottage Camp
Road Oldbury on
Severn

SGSMR14017
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PRN

Name

Description

Sources

10725

Watching Brief Ivy
Cottage Roman Camp
Cottages Camp Road
Oldbury on Severn

A watching brief was carried out
during the excavation of the
foundation of the new building.
Apart from the foundations of the
garden wall and a field drain which
ran alongside this wall (and their
associated trenches) only natural
clays and marls were encountered.
Any trace of the rampart of the fort
will have been removed when the
present garden was terraced into
the slope.

Evans D R, Watching
Brief 1995

6420

Watching Brief Ship Inn
Camp Road Oldbury on
Severn

Scheduled Monument Consent for
the proposed repositioning of a
skittle alley and other works, at the
Ship Inn in Oldbury was granted in
1990, this contained provision for a
watching brief, but there is nothing
to show if the work had been
carried out.

Evans D R, Pers Comm
(Evans D R 1998) 1998

14809

Watching Brief The Old
Forge Camp Road
Oldbury on Severn

Archaeological monitoring of
groundworks on the sites of a new
porch and a new conservatory at
this site in 2002 found no evidence
of any significant archaeological
features or deposits. A few sherds
of late Anglo-Saxon and medieval
pottery were recovered from the
garden soils.

B&RAS, Archaeological
watching brief The Old
Forge Oldbury on Severn
2002
SGSMR14809
SGSMR14809
ARCHAEOLOGICAL
WATCHING BRIEF

11174

Watching Brief Villa
Nova West End Lane
Oldbury on Severn

As a condition of Scheduled
monument consent a watching
brief was carried out during
construction of an extension at this
site no remains or stratigraphy of
any archaeological importance
were disturbed and there was no
evidence of any ancient structure
on the site; no objects earlier than
the C19 were recovered.

Lewcan M J, Villa Nova
West End Lane Oldbury
on Severn 1995

6423

Watching Brief
Vindolanda Camp Road
Oldbury on Severn

A watching brief, a condition of
Scheduled Monument Consent,
was carried out on this site in 1990.
The excavation of the foundations
was confined to topsoil except in
the south-east corner where
reddish brown clay was exposed.
No indication of archaeological
features.

Roberts J P, Pers Comm
(Roberts J P 1990) 1990
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PRN

Name

Description

Sources

8648

Watching Brief West
End Lane Oldbury on
Severn

Development on this site was
noted in 1982, building work was
observed from the road only the
western edge of the foundation
trench was visible, there was no
stratigraphy, topsoil over greyish
clayish substratum. Possible ditch
fills were noted on the eastern
edge of the foundation.

Evans D R, Pers Comm
(Evans D R 1998) 1998

18165

Watching Brief Wisteria
House Camp Road
Oldbury on Severn

A watching brief was undertaken in
this area in 2007. Undisturbed
substrate deposits were noted at
300mm below current ground
surface, perhaps indicating a gap
in the earthwork at this point.

Young D E Y, Wisteria
House Camp Road
Oldbury-on-Severn 2007
SGSMR18165 Watching
Brief Wisteria House
Oldbury on Severn
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10.3
Trench 3

Context

3001

3002

3003

3004

3005

Appendix 2 – Trench and context descriptions
Dimensions: 1m x 1m x 0.64m
Orientation: NE-SW
Reason for Trench: Target ridge and furrow
Interpretation/
Description
Process of
deposition
Firm mid greyish brown clayey
silt.
Firm mid orangey brown clayey
silt with less than 1% pebble,
stone and quartz inclusions. The
stone inclusions get larger with
depth. Finds comprise pot,
glass, iron and a small worked
flint.
Firm mid greyish brown silty clay
with less than 1% round pebbles,
quartz and sharp edged stone
inclusions. Stones get larger and
fewer with depth. Decreasing
amount of rust coloured specks
from overlying context (3002).
Finds comprise a fragment of
slate.
Firm mid greyish brown to silty
clay with 6-8 big irregular chunks
of stone, a fair amount of
charcoal inclusions and orange
and white (organic?) specks. Less
than 1% degrading sandstone
inclusions.
Firm Mid orangey grey silty clay
with patches of rusty red spots
and inclusions of sandstone and
charcoal. Underlying context
(3004). Not excavated, possibly
the same as context (8003).

Dimensions (m)

Feature

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.00.10m

-

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.100.18m

-

Deposit

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.18
0.26m

-

Deposit

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.26 0.54m

Deposit

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.54m+

Deposit – Topsoil

Deposit – Subsoil
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Trench 4

Context

Dimensions: 1m x 1m x 0.73m
Orientation: N-S
Reason for Trench: Target a sinuous high resistance feature
Description

4001

Friable greyish brown sandy silt.

4002

Friable Orangey brown silty clay
with small pebbles and angular
stone inclusions. Finds comprise
pot.

4003

Compact dark reddish brown
silty clay with 20% degraded
sandstone inclusions.

Trench 6

Context

6001

6002

6003

Interpretation/
Process of
deposition
Deposit – Topsoil

Deposit – Subsoil

Deposit

Dimensions: 1m x 1m x 0.48m depth
Orientation: NW-SE
Reason for Trench: Target linear high resistance feature
Interpretation/
Description
Process of
deposition
Deposit –
Friable orangey brownish sandy
Topsoil/plough soil
soil with a few small irregular
(but not ploughed
pebbles.
recently)
Friable orangey brown (lighter
than (6001)) sandy silt with a few
rounded pebbles, small quartz
inclusions. Finds comprise a
handmade nail, few small pieces
Deposit –
of CBM, one small piece of
Subsoil/plough soil
struck flint and – towards the
bottom of the context – pottery
sherds. Infrequent charcoal
flecks and moderately
compacted deposit towards
base.
Compact greyish orangey brown
(darker than (6002)) sandy silt
Deposit
with few small lumps of grey clay
and infrequent charcoal flecks.

Dimensions (m)
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.0 0.18m
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.18
0.48m
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.48 0.73m+

Dimensions (m)

Feature

-

-

-

Feature

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.0 0.20m

-

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.20 0.41m

-

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.41 0.47m+

-
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Trench 8

Context

Dimensions: 1m x 1m x 0.42m depth
Orientation: NW-SE
Reason for Trench: Target linear high resistance feature
Interpretation/
Description
Process of
deposition

8001

Loose light orangey brown sandy
silt with possible stone finds.

8002

Friable mid orangey brown
sandy silt

8003

Friable greyish brown silty sand
with lighter grey and reddish
patches. Inclusions of 5%
charcoal flecks up to 0.6cm, 1%
iron pan pieces of 3-4cm and
single stones of approx. 6cm.
Finds comprise pot.

8004

Trench 9

Context

9001

9002

9003

Firm dark reddish brown sand
with charcoal inclusions

Deposit – Topsoil

Deposit – Subsoil
(silt from flooding?)

Friable light brown sandy silt
with 1-3% degraded
sandstone/limestone, Finds
comprise pot and possibly slag.
Firm orangey brown sandy silt
with 5% degrading sandstone
(some pieces larger than in
(9002)). Finds comprise pot.

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.0 0.09m
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.09 0.20m

Deposit

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.200.32m

Deposit

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.32 –
0.42m+

Dimensions: 1m x 1m x 0.94m depth
Orientation: NE-SW
Reason for Trench: Target low resistance feature
Interpretation/
Description
Process of
deposition
Loose mid brown sandy silt

Dimensions (m)

Deposit – Topsoil

Deposit – Subsoil

Deposit

Dimensions (m)
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.0 0.30m
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.30 0.64m
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.64 –
0.94m+

Feature

-

-

-

Feature

-

-

-
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Trench
11

Context

Dimensions: 1m x 1m x 0.46m depth
Orientation: NW-SE
Reason for Trench: Target low resistance rectilinear anomaly
Interpretation/
Description
Process of
Dimensions (m)
deposition

11001

Compact mid greyish brown
sandy silt. Finds comprise glass
and CBM.

11002

Compact dark brownish grey
silty clay with orange flecks.
Occasional charcoal flecks and
very occasional sub angular
stone

11003

Trench
12

Context

12001

12002

12003

Compact reddish grey clay with
little black stones.

Deposit –
Topsoil/plough soil
(Trench lies on both
ridge and furrow.
Finds likely due to
ploughing)
Deposit – Subsoil

Deposit

Feature

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.0 0.16m

-

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.16 0.41m

-

Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.41 0.46m+

-

Dimensions: 1m x 1m x 0.65m depth
Orientation: NW-SE
Reason for Trench: Target low resolution rectilinear anomaly
Interpretation/
Description
Process of
Dimensions (m)
deposition
Deposit –
Compact mid brownish grey
Topsoil/plough soil
Length - 1.00m
sandy silt with very occasional
(Trench located on
Width - 1.00m
small sub angular stones. Finds
ridge – modern/post Depth - 0.0 comprise pot and CBM.
med deposit due to
0.15m
agriculture activity)
Compact mid brownish grey
Length - 1.00m
sandy silt with occasional small
Deposit – Subsoil
Width - 1.00m
rounded (ironstone?) pebblesDepth - 0.15 Finds comprise pot, bone and
0.25m
iron.
Compact dark brownish grey to
Length - 1.00m
bluish grey silty clay with
Width - 1.00m
Deposit – Alluvium?
occasional flecks of ironstone(?)
Depth - 0.25 and larger (ironstone?) pebbles
0.65m+

Feature

-

-

-
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Trench
13

Context

Dimensions: 1m x 1m x 0.53m depth
Orientation: NE-SW
Reason for Trench: Target earthwork bank
Interpretation/
Description
Process of
deposition

13001

No information (probably same
as (14001)

13002

Compact mid greyish brown silty
clay with charcoal flecking. Finds
comprise glass, pot and iron.

13003

Compact orangey brown silty
clay with 25% irregular stone
inclusions. Stoney layer at base.

Trench
14

Context

Deposit – Topsoil

Deposit – Subsoil

Deposit – stones
might be from field
clearance

Dimensions: 1m x 1m x 0.43
Orientation: NW-SE
Reason for Trench: Target low resolution feature
Interpretation/
Description
Process of
deposition

14001

Firm greyish brown clayey silt
with 1 piece of CBM

14002

Firm brownish grey silty clay

14003

Firm reddish brown hard clay
with occasional flecks of
degraded green and red
sandstone

Deposit – Topsoil

Deposit – Subsoil

Deposit

Dimensions (m)
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.12m0.15m
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.05m0.13m
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.25m

Dimensions (m)
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.0 0.08m
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth - 0.08 0.12m
Length - 1.00m
Width - 1.00m
Depth 0.12 0.43m+

Feature

-

-

-

Feature

-

-

-
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Appendix 3 – The pottery

10.4

Table 1 – Assemblage summary; pottery
Average sherd

Test pit

Total
frags

Total weight (g)

3

4

14

3

C12th – C14th, one C19th
fragment

4

1

3

3

C12 - C13th

6

9

41

5

One ?Roman, C12th -14th, one
C19th

8

2

12

6

C13th - C14th

9

3

6

2

Post-medieval

11

4

7

2

C12 - C14th

12

5

42

8

One medieval, C16th – C19th

13

9

16

2

C16th – C19th

Total

38

166

4

Comment

weight (g)

Table 2 – The pottery
Context

Frags

Weight

Description

Date

3002

1

4

?Medieval, Oolitic ware

C12 - C14th

3002

1

1

Brown, salt-glazed flagon, partial name

C19th

3002

1

7

Medieval sandy cpj

C12 - C13th

3002

1

1

?Medieval, Oolitic ware

C12 - C14th

3002

1

1

?Medieval, Oolitic ware

C12 - C14th

4002

1

3

Medieval, shelly ware cooking pot

C12 - C13th

6002

2

1

Creamware

1780 - 1800

6002

1

10

Medieval

C13th

6002

1

4

Medieval

C13th

6002/3

1

6

Medieval, Redcliffe ware

C13 - C14th

6002/3

1

1

Very small frag, fired clay

na

6002/3

1

4

Medieval, micaceous surfaces, cooking pot

C12 - C13th

6002/3

1

14

Medieval, sandy cooking pot

C12 - C13th

6002/3

1

1

Very small, but possibly Roman

Roman

8001

1

11

Medieval, cooking pot

C13th - C14th

8001

1

1

Medieval, cooking pot

C13th - C14th

9002

1

21

Grey stoneware, v. worn ext., possibly burnt?

Post-medieval

9003

1

6

Bead rim bowl, 1 rim sherd, traces of red slip

Post-medieval

9003

1

4

Bead rim bowl, 1 body sherd, traces of red slip

Post-medieval

11002

1

1

Medieval, very worn

C12 - C14th

29

Context

Frags

Weight

Description

Date

11002

1

3

Medieval, very worn

C12 - C14th

11002

1

2

Medieval, very worn

C12 - C14th

11002

1

1

Medieval, very worn

C12 - C14th

12001

1

14

Post medieval bowl sherd, ochre glaze

C16 - C18th

12001

1

6

Post medieval bowl sherd, brown glaze

C16 - C18th

12001

1

6

Utilitarian Whiteware (UTW)

C19th

12001

1

13

Blue transfer printed ware, bowl

C19th

12001

1

3

Medieval, ?Ham Green ware

C12 - C13th

13002

8

12

Blue transfer printed ware

C19th

13002

1

4

Post medieval bowl sherd, ochre glaze

C16 - C18th

10.5
Trench

3

4

6

8

9

11

Appendix 4 – The bulk finds
Context

Find type

Weight (g)

Quantity

3002

Flint

1

1

3002

Glass

1

1

3002

Pot

22

8

3003

Slate?

1

1

3004

Charcoal

1

3

4002

Pot?

4

1

6002

Glass

2

2

6002

CBM

55

8

6002

Pot

12

4

6002

Flint

1

1

6002/6003

Pot

29

5

8001

Charcoal

2

1

8001

CBM?

9

2

8001

Slag

3

1

8001

Pot

11

2

8003

CBM

4

1

9002

Pot

23

1

9002

Slag

23

2

9002

CBM

11

4

9003

Pot

13

2

11001

Glass

2

2

11001

CBM

30

2

11002

Glass

1

1
30

Trench

12

13

14

Context

Find type

Weight (g)

Quantity

11002

CBM

12

1

11002

Pot

9

4

12001

Slag

12

3

12001

CBM

16

10

12001

Pot

48

8

12001

Glass

12

3

12002

Bone

2

7

12002

Lead

10

1

12002

CBM

1

1

13002

CBM

35

4

13002

Bone?

1

3

13002

Glass

15

2

13002

Pot

16

9

14002

CBM

140

1

31

10.7

Appendix 5 – Aerial survey processing report
Adam Stanford, Aerial-Cam
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Figure 16 - Camera locations and image overlap
Number of images:

237

Camera stations:

237

Flying altitude:

101 m

Tie points:

99,473

Ground resolution:

2.29 cm/pix

Projections:

648,125

Coverage area:

0.122 km²

Re-projection error:

1.42 pix

Camera Model

Resolution

Focal Length

Pixel Size

Precalibrated

FC550 (15 mm)

4600 x 3448

15 mm

3.76 x 3.76 μm

No

FC550 (15 mm)

4600 x 3448

15 mm

3.76 x 3.76 μm

No
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Figure 17 - Image residuals for FC550 (15 mm)

1 pix

FC550 (15 mm)
210 images
Resolution
Focal Length

Pixel Size

Pre-calibrated

4600 x3448

15 mm

3.76 x 3.76 μm

No

Type:

Frame

F:

3986.08

Cx:

9.343

B1:

-4.19319

Cy:

-17.4654

B2:

2.57432

K1:

-0.00129783

P1:

0.0018359

K2:

0.0152379

P2:

-0.00136007

K3:

-0.011784

P3:

0

K4:

0

P4:

0
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1 pix

Figure 18 - Image residuals for FC550 (15 mm)

C550 (15 mm)
27 images

Resolution

Focal Length

Pixel Size

Precalibrated

4600 x3448

15 mm

3.76 x 3.76 μm

No

Type:

Frame

F:

3986.08

Cx:

0

B1:

74.1661

Cy:

0

B2:

196.813

K1:

-0.0101033

P1:

0.0265385

K2:

0.0114583

P2:

-0.0249597

K3:

0

P3:

0

K4:

0

P4:

0

35

17 m

100 m
Figure 19 - Reconstructed digital elevation model

Resolution:

7.15 cm/pix

Point density:

196 points/m²

-33 m
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General Meta Data
General
Cameras
Aligned cameras
Markers
Coordinate system
Point Cloud
Points
RMS reprojection error
Maxreprojection error
Mean keypoint size
Effective overlap
Dense Point Cloud
Points
Reconstruction parameters
Depth filtering
Model
Faces
Vertices
Texture
Reconstruction parameters
Surface type
Source data
Interpolation
Geometrytype
Depth filtering
Face count
DEM
Size
Coordinate system
Reconstruction parameters
Source data
Interpolation
Processing time
Orthomosaic
Size
Coordinate system
Channels
Blending mode
Reconstruction parameters
Surface
Enable color correction
Processing time
Software
Version
Platform

237
237
4
OSGB 1936 / British National Grid (EPSG::27700)
99,473 of 125,408
0.540828 (1.42091 pix)
1.92366 (46.2519 pix)
2.73489 pix
8.11496
35,039,998
Aggressive
4,067,798
2,037,316
8,192 x8,192 x2, uint8
Arbitrary
Dense
Enabled
Point cloud
Aggressive
4,000,000
7,825 x8,902
OSGB 1936 / British National Grid (EPSG::27700)
Dense cloud
Enabled
1 minutes 42 seconds
16,498 x18,053
OSGB 1936 / British National Grid (EPSG::27700)
3, uint8
Mosaic
Mesh
No
4 minutes 12 seconds
1.2.6 build 2834
Windows 64 bit
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Figure 1 - Oldbury On Severn: Site location.
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Figure 2 - Oldbury On Severn: Plan of field locations and test pits.
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Figure 3 - Oldbury On Severn: Magnetometry on Layout overview, excavated trenches.
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Figure 4 - Oldbury On Severn: Aerial photogrammetry shaded model.
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Figure 5 - Oldbury On Severn: Aerial photogrammetry survey model.
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Figure 6 - Oldbury On Severn: Test Pit 3 excavation results.

Plate 6.2 - Post-excavation south facing section photo of Test Pit 3.

Plate 6.1 - Post-excavation photo of Test Pit 3.
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Figure 7 - Oldbury On Severn: Test Pit 4 excavation results.

Plate 7.2 - Post-excavation north facing section photo of Test Pit 4.

Plate 7.1 - Post-excavation photo of Test Pit 4.
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Figure 8 - Oldbury On Severn: Test Pit 6 excavation results.

Plate 8.2 - Post-excavation north facing section photo of Test Pit 6.

Plate 8.1 - Post-excavation photo of Test Pit 6.
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Plate 9.2 - Post-excavation south facing section photo of Test Pit 8.

Figure 9 - Oldbury On Severn: Test Pit 8 excavation results.
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Plate 9.1 - Post-excavation photo of Test Pit 8.
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Figure 10 - Oldbury On Severn: Test Pit 9 excavation results.
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Plate 10.2 - Post-excavation east facing section photo of Test Pit 9.

Plate 10.1 - Post-excavation photo of Test Pit 9.
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Plate 11.2 - Post-excavation south facing section photo of Test Pit 11.

Figure 11 - Oldbury On Severn: Test Pit 11 excavation results.
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Plate 11.1 - Post-excavation photo of Test Pit 11.
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Plate 12.2 - Post-excavation north facing section photo of Test Pit 12.

Figure 12 - Oldbury On Severn: Test Pit 12 excavation results.
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Plate 12.1 - Post-excavation photo of Test Pit 12.
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Plate 13.2 - Post-excavation south facing section photo of Test Pit 13.

Plate 13.1 - Post-excavation photo of Test Pit 13.

Figure 13 - Oldbury On Severn: Test Pit 13 excavation results.
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Plate 14.2 - Post-excavation south facing section photo of Test Pit 14.

Plate 14.1 - Post-excavation photo of Test Pit 14.

Figure 14 - Oldbury On Severn: Test Pit 14 excavation results.
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Plate 15.1 - Excavation of Test Pit 4

Plate 15.2 - Test Pit exploring lower rampart

Plate 15 - Oldbury Camp Community photos.

Plate 15.3 - Recording Test Pit 13

Plate 15.4 - Excavation of Test Pit 12

Plate 15 - Oldbury Camp Community photos.

